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Dear Parents/Carers,
Pirates of the Curry Bean
We have sent all pupils home with a slip today which says: their character name and costume. Here is a
general list of characters and costumes and these are just ideas:
Pirates ideas
Sailors
Monkeys
Rats
Tour Guides
Sellers
Cats
Health & Safety
Inspectors

Boots or black shoes, white shirt/blouse, belt/scarf tied around waist, (optional),
bandana/scarf, any trousers e.g. stripy or school trousers.
White or blue shirt and shorts/skirt including blue denim, long socks (optional),
neckerchief or scarf.
Brown/dark clothing (we will provide face paint or masks), something to make a tail
e.g. a dressing gown cord or tie.
Grey/dark clothing, headbands with ears (if they have them), something to make a
tail e.g. a dressing gown cord or tie.
Bright colourful clothing e.g. pastels, sunhats, sun glasses, sandals or pumps.
Smart shirt/white shirt, trousers/skirt/dress, waist coat/bow tie (optional),
pumps/dark shoes.
Knee pads, ears, something to make a tail e.g. a tie, dark clothing or anything that you
have that makes you look like a cat.
smart clothing e.g. white shirt, tie, dark trousers/skirt

Main cast: teachers have spoken to these children individually but please speak to class teachers if you
have any questions about costumes for the main cast.
Props: We still need the following if anyone has them - please label anything that needs returning:









A fake red/pink beard
2 model ships
Length of rope/chain
Spade
Tankards e.g. old plastic jugs that could be painted
Mops x 14
A skull and cross bone flag
Parrot – puppet or inflatable

If anyone cannot source the costume required, please speak to your child’s class teacher.
Thank you for your support.
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